LIVING GENEROUSLY

GROWING AND BUILDING CAMPAIGN

The transformation journey—maximum generosity
“Growth” means different things
in different contexts. There’s the
physical growth of a boy growing
to over six feet tall, or the growth
in those Midwest cornfields
that are vital to
our economy,
or the kind of
growth in our
spiritual life.
Whatever else it
means, “growth”
is an increase of
some sort.
DAVE
I recently
ROWLAND
heard an interDirector of
view with noted
Resource
Christian reDevelopment
searcher George
Barna that literally shook me.
Then I read his book Maximum
Faith. Barna talks at length about
how one grows mature in faith, but
he concludes that from six years
of studying American Christians,
most never reach maturity.
Don’t stop reading yet! While
this is disappointing, it has a seed
of encouragement.
Barna observes that most bornagain Christians do lots of things.
We go to church, read the Bible,
memorize verses, donate money,
and volunteer. He says, “We may
be ‘religious’ but we are not truly
transformed by our faith in and
relationship with God.” We’ve
reached a plateau in our passion

Points to ponder
Points to ponder on
the journey of growing
in generosity toward
God:
Understand that this
is a journey, not a box
to be checked on a list
of other things.
God has much to say
about generosity in His
Word. 2 Corinthians 8
and 9 are great places
to start.
Have we let barriers
come between God
and us, especially sin,
self, and society?
Ask God to show
you your true spiritual
state, especially your
heart attitude toward
Him and others. It may
not be pretty, but it
helps to get real.
Ask Him how you
can get started on this
journey.
Think about how
brokenness, dependence, and surrender
play a role in this process.
What tools would
help you, like self-examination, accountability and other relationships?

OCF kicks off Room Sponsorship Program
for Spring Canyon
Brig Gen David Warner, USAF (Ret.), announced the Room
Sponsorship Program for the Spring Canyon Phase of the
Growing Together...Building the Future capital campaign.
Sixteen guest rooms are slated to be built in New Fort Shine
and Veterans Memorial Lodge.
A Room Sponsorship of $25,000 provides opportunities
for individuals and local OCF groups to honor a deceased
OCF hero, military campaign, unit, or school. Ask God how
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and influence. In fact, if we look
through the lens of the New Testament, this looks a lot like where
the Pharisees stood spiritually.
In short, we are not yet fully
transformed. In Romans 12:2, the
Apostle Paul shows us the goal:
“Do not conform to the pattern of
this world, but be transformed by
the renewing of your mind. Then
you will be able to test and approve
what God’s will is—his good, pleasing and perfect will.”
So what is transformation?
Jesus said the most important
thing is to “Love the Lord your
God with all your heart and with
all your soul and with all your
mind and with all your strength.
The second is this: ‘Love your
neighbor as yourself.’ There is
no commandment greater than
these” (Mark 12:30-31). Notice the
critical transforming word in this
passage—“all.” Jesus is saying we
have to be all in, not just actively
observing.
Jesus describes success as “fruit,”
but we seem to think being transformed means knowledge and
activity. Barna notes, “To become
transformed, we have to let God
rule our lives while we become
servants.” But are we willing to
take what comes with this, like
brokenness, surrender, sacrifice,
and maybe downward mobility?
So how do we grow? First, we
have to understand that this is an

ultimate journey, something not
completed overnight. Next, we
have to decide in our hearts and
minds whether we’re willing to
pursue being all in. This is entirely
up to us. Then we need to find
some “tools” to help us. Those are
harder to define but can include
things like self-evaluation, information, relationships, accountability, and encouragement—most
of which we can’t order off the
Internet.
Barna identifies ten steps on
this journey, with most Christians
tending to stop at step five or six.
Progress along this path is not
linear; you could even be working
on two or more steps at once. And
progress won’t be quick. This is
lifetime stuff.
One of my passions is to help us
all grow in our generosity toward
God, not to sell books. Growing
in generosity is simply part of our
journey toward spiritual maturity.
It’s not about how much we give.
It’s not about how much we volunteer. It’s really about how much we
love—God first and others second.
That’s maximum generosity.
We can only really mature when
we grow to be so in love with God
that we become fully devoted and
given over to Him in every phase
of the life He has given us.
I’m all in. Are you?

you might help. For example, if seven OCF Centurions give
$100 a month for three years it would qualify for a Room
Sponsorship. You might consider asking six friends to partner with you in this project.
“Your help will make an eternal impact in OCF’s lifechanging ministry and service to many more military members and families,” General Warner said.
For details about becoming a room sponsor, please visit
www.ocfusa.org or contact David Rowland, Director of
Resource Development, at: dave.rowland@ocfusa.org.

Photo by Karen Fliedner, OCF
Mount Yale is one of the several 14ers that participants climb as a part of Spring Canyon’s Rocky Mountain High leadership program.

Race to the summit—extreme challenge
by COLONEL R. MICHAEL TESDAHL
United States Army, Retired
Turning southwest at the only stoplight
in Buena Vista, Colorado, we cross the last
of the high plateau and enter the canyon.
In folds of familiarity, the result of earlier
pilgrimages, the land tightens around us,
Mount Princeton and Mount Yale on our
shoulders pressing us toward our destination. The sign: “Welcome Home.”
Three days later: 3:30 a.m., high base
camp at 11,500 feet. Twelve hardy souls
emerge from tents into the frigid air of a
mountain so high and so massive that it
creates its own weather system. A fast, cold
breakfast snack and we turn our faces upward; we’ll need to beat the afternoon electrical storms. This is peak day, the day of the
ascent of one of Colorado’s mighty “14ers.”
The tree line falls behind. Crosswinds work
against footing and balance. Breathing is

difficult. Put your game face on.
“The Trek,” the climb of a 14er, is the
quintessential experience of Rocky Mountain High, the capstone leadership development program at OCF’s Spring Canyon
Conference Center. Cleo “Buck” Buxton,
OCF’s first general secretary, understood the
need for lay training to prepare for Christian
witness and believed that summer training
programs were essential to the work of OCF.
OCF’s conference center legacy was born.
In the first week of August this year,
twelve teams will complete this extreme
challenge. Why would they do this? Each
team is committed to raising $25,000 for
the Spring Canyon phase of OCF’s Growing
and Building Campaign. Their common
goal is to collectively bring $250,000 to
the campaign, virtually guaranteeing that
construction on the first of two new lodges
can begin this fall.
How can you get involved?
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99 Become a team captain. Captains are
both climbers and fundraisers, actually
making the ascent, finding donors from
within their own circle of influence, recruiting teammates, and shepherding the
team toward its fundraising objective.
99 Become a team member. Not everyone
can make the climb, but the climb will not
be successful without you. Each captain
needs two team members to shoulder a
portion of the fundraising responsibility, to
establish prayer support, and to maintain
the momentum of the main effort.
99 Become a sponsor. If you can’t participate in the actual climb or as a member
of a fundraising team, watch for opportunities to support your favorite team with
a pledge or a one-time gift.
For more information and to get involved,
contact COL Mike Tesdahl, USA (Ret.) at (303)
761-1984 or mike.tesdahl@ocfusa.org.
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